
APA STYLE PARENTHETICAL CITATION

When using APA format, follow the author-date method of in-text citation. The parenthetical citation should come after
the closing punctuation mark.

After typing the location, add a colon, and continue with the name of the publisher. If you did not use a special
type of medium, omit this piece from your reference. Citing classical works For classical sources, such as
ancient Greek works, cite the year of the translation or version used. Looking for a source type that is not on
this guide? APA in-text citation style uses the author's last name and the year of publication, for example:
Field,  Newspaper articles in print: Structure: Author's Last name, First initial. The race between education
and technology. Alberta is Canada's most populous province of all three Canadian Prairie provinces. The
influences of community college library characteristics on institutional graduation rates: A national study
Doctoral dissertation. In all subsequent citations, include only the name of the first author followed by et al.
Need another set of eyes to edit your paper? Again, if the authors' names appear parenthetically rather than in
the text itself, connect the final two names with a comma and an ampersand. If the group or corporate entity is
rarely abbreviated, use the full name of the group in all narrative and parenthetical citations. National
Geographic Magazine, 6 ,  Display the section or heading and the number of the paragraph in which the
information is found. This is more obvious when you are directly quoting from a source, but it is also needed
when you have summarized or paraphrased from a source and even if you got an idea from somewhere else.
Your in-text citation should lead your reader to the corresponding entry in the reference list. Year, Month,
Date of blog post. For lengthy headings, use the first few words of the title in the APA style parenthetical
citation. Matthews, G. Publishing City, State: Publisher. Parenthetical in-text citations typically appear at the
end of the sentence, between the last word and the period. Shorten title if needed. In-Text and Parenthetical
Explanation Parenthetical documentation or in-text citations tells the reader where you got any and all
information that did not come from inside your own head. These in-text citationsâ€”used when source material
is quoted, paraphrased, or summarizedâ€”point to full bibliographic citations located in the reference page at
the end of the document. If you use the same citation again within the same paragraph, use only the first last
name followed by 'et al'. Example: Lin, K. YouTube videos: Structure: Last name, First initial. Use the header
feature in your word processor. Last name [Format of interview]. Year, Month Day of posting. Magazine
articles found online: Magazine references include the full date, rather than just the year. In-text references
should always precede punctuation marks. Ferguson [In-person]. Reference entry All things Nittany. On
Garcia [Mp3]. A DOI digital object identifier is basically a number that links a source to its location on the
Internet. United States: 20th Century Fox. What am I Citing? Title of podcast [Audio podcast]. The issue
number is in parentheses immediately after it, not italicized. Title of work [E-reader version]. If there are six
or more authors If a work has six or more authors, cite the last name of the first author followed by et al.
History extra [Audio podcast]. Title of blog post [Blog post].


